Share the wonders of the brain and mind with BrainFacts.org

Seeking resources to communicate with the public about neuroscience? Educating others through Brain Awareness activities?

BrainFacts.org can help you communicate how the brain works.

Explore BrainFacts.org for easy-to-use, accessible resources including:

- Information about hundreds of diseases and disorders
- Concepts about brain function
- Educational tools
- Multimedia tools and a social media community
- Interviews and discussions with leading researchers; and more

Visit BrainFacts.org
Give to the Friends of SfN Fund
Join us in forging the future of neuroscience
Support a future of discovery and progress through travel awards and public education and outreach programs.

To inquire about specific initiatives or to make a tax-deductible contribution, visit SfN.org or email: development@sfn.org.

Become part of the world’s largest organization of scientists and physicians devoted to understanding the brain and nervous system.

Join now and enjoy exclusive member benefits:

- Reduced fees and advanced registration for Neuroscience 2013
- Online subscription to The Journal of Neuroscience
- Eligibility for abstract submission for the annual meeting
- Networking and scientific discussion on NeurOnLine
- Free online access to the European Journal of Neuroscience
- Premium career services through NeuroJobs
- And more!

Join now at SfN.org.

Assistant Full Professor
Northwestern University Feinberg School of Medicine

The Department of Physiology (http://www.physio.northwestern.edu) of the Northwestern University Feinberg School of Medicine in downtown Chicago invites applications for a full time tenure track position at the Assistant - Full Professor rank in the area of cellular and/or systems neuroscience.

Applicants should have a Ph.D. or M.D. degree and an outstanding record of research in cellular and/or systems neuroscience that adds to existing departmental strengths in sensorimotor integration, pain perception, studies of neurodegeneration, and learning and memory. Individuals using animal models and innovative experimental techniques including biochemical or molecular approaches, optical imaging, optogenetics, multi-electrode recordings and behavioral measures are particularly encouraged to apply, but the scientific excellence of the candidate is more important than the particular area of research.

Applicants should send (as a single PDF) a cover letter, curriculum vitae, a two-page description of research accomplishments and plans, and the name and contact information for three references to cellular-systems-neuroscience@northwestern.edu. Please quote reference number 21007. Start date is negotiable.

Northwestern University is an Affirmative Action, Equal Opportunity Employer. Women and minorities are encouraged to apply. Hiring is contingent upon eligibility to work in the United States.
Who's on NeurOnLine?

- Joanne Berger-Sweeney
  SfN's Professional Development Committee Co-chair
  Tufts University

- Emanuel DiCicco-Bloom
  SfN Public Education and Communication Committee Member
  Robert Wood Johnson Medical School

- Emma Duorden
  SfN 2009 Next Generation Award Winner
  The Hospital for Sick Children

- Erich Jarvis
  SfN's Professional Development Committee Member
  Duke University

- Emma Duerden
  SfN 2009 Next Generation Award Winner
  The Hospital for Sick Children

NeurOnLine is an SfN members-only online community where you can share great science, network, forge collaborations, and keep in touch—anytime, anywhere—within a trusted forum. As with the SfN annual meeting and The Journal of Neuroscience, NeurOnLine's content and discussions will be generated by members, for members.

- Discuss emerging scientific findings
- Explore new tools and techniques
- Network year-round within the global community, nearly 42,000 members worldwide
- Share experiences and receive or provide mentoring on different career paths, stages, and challenges
- Get involved in public outreach, from Brain Awareness and science teaching to advocacy

NeurOnLine will help you advance your science and career on your schedule.

neuronline.SfN.org
The Journal of Neuroscience is mobile!

Access all of your journal resources wherever you go

- *The Journal of Neuroscience* is available for comprehensive and universal mobile access.
- Gain quick access to *The Journal* articles, table of contents, and the features you have come to expect from the premier journal in the field
- Connect to *The Journal* from virtually any mobile device, anywhere a web connection is available
NeuroJobs — the premier online neuroscience career center — helps you find jobs and manage your career. NeuroJobs is now part of the National Healthcare Career Network* providing access to even more career opportunities.

For your next career search, visit NeuroJobs first!

SfN.org/neurojobs

*SfN's Online Career Center

Have you seen SfN’s enhanced job site?

NeuroJobs — the premier online neuroscience career center — helps you find jobs and manage your career. NeuroJobs is now part of the National Healthcare Career Network* providing access to even more career opportunities.

For your next career search, visit NeuroJobs first!

SfN.org/neurojobs

The National Healthcare Career Network (NHCN) is a consortium of healthcare association job boards working together to provide the most effective recruitment resource.
SEE YOU IN
San Diego
November 9–13, 2013